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(54) Systems and methods for pattern stitching and decoding using multiple captured images

(57) Systems and methods read machine readable
symbols, the systems and methods capture multiple im-
ages of the symbol and can locate symbol data region
(s) from an image even when the symbol data is corrupted
and not decodable. Binary matrices are generated of the

symbol data regions obtained from the multiple images
and can be accumulated to generate a decodable image.
A correspondence can be established among multiple
images acquired on the same symbol when the symbol
has moved from one image to the next.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] Not applicable.

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY SPON-
SORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT

[0002] Not applicable.

BACKGROUND OF THE TECHNOLOGY

[0003] The present technology relates to imaging sys-
tems and methods for decoding images, and more spe-
cifically, to imaging systems and methods for stitching
and decoding images using data combined from multiple
captured images.
[0004] Imaging systems use image acquisition devices
that include camera sensors to deliver information on a
viewed subject. The system then interprets this informa-
tion according to a variety of algorithms to perform a pro-
grammed decision-making and/or identification function.
For an image to be most-effectively acquired by a sensor
in the visible, and near-visible light range, the subject is
typically illuminated.
[0005] Symbology reading (also commonly termed
"barcode" scanning) using an image sensor, entails the
aiming of an image acquisition sensor (CMOS camera,
CCD, etc.) at a location on an object that contains a sym-
bol (a "barcode" for example), and acquiring an image of
that symbol. The symbol contains a set of predetermined
patterns that represent an ordered group of characters
or shapes from which an attached data processor (for
example a microcomputer) can derive useful information
about the object (e.g. its serial number, type, model,
price, etc.). Symbols/barcodes are available in a variety
of shapes and sizes. Two of the most commonly em-
ployed symbol types used in marking and identifying ob-
jects are the so-called one-dimensional barcode, con-
sisting of a line of vertical stripes of varying width and
spacing, and the so-called two-dimensional barcode con-
sisting of a two-dimensional array of dots or rectangles.
[0006] In many imaging applications, surface features,
illumination, movement, vibration or a multitude of other
variations can result in an image that, on its own, can be
partially unreadable. For example, an imaging system
can derive a plurality of images of a symbol on an object
as the object is moving down a conveyor line. In this
arrangement, relative movement between the imaging
device and the object occurs. A machine vision applica-
tion embedded in the processing circuitry of the imaging
system derives a plurality of images of the symbol on the
object. For any of the reasons above, one or more of the
derived image can be partially unreadable.
[0007] While the exemplary machine vision detector
may acquire multiple images of the object/feature of in-
terest as it passes through the field of view, each image

is used individually to perform a detection and/or trigger-
ing function.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE TECHNOLOGY

[0008] The present embodiments overcomes the dis-
advantages of the prior art by providing systems and
methods for reading machine readable symbols, the sys-
tems and methods capture multiple images of the symbol
and can locate symbol data region(s) from an image even
when the symbol data is corrupted and not decodable.
Binary matrices are generated of the symbol data regions
obtained from the multiple images and can be accumu-
lated to generate a decodable image. A correspondence
can be established among multiple images acquired on
the same symbol when the symbol has moved from one
image to the next.
[0009] Accordingly, some embodiments comprise sys-
tems for decoding a symbol using images of the symbol.
The system comprises an imaging device, the imaging
device to acquire a first image and a second image, the
first image including a first symbol data region, and the
second image including a second symbol data region. A
processor is operatively coupled to the imaging device,
the processor to execute a data stitching algorithm,
wherein the data stitching algorithm converts the first
symbol data region into a first binary matrix and the sec-
ond symbol data region into a second binary matrix, the
data stitching algorithm accumulating the first binary ma-
trix with the second binary matrix to generate an accu-
mulative binary matrix, the accumulative binary matrix
being a decodable representation of the symbol.
[0010] Other embodiments comprise a system for es-
tablishing a correspondence between a first image and
a subsequent image of a machine readable symbol. The
system comprises an imaging device, the imaging device
to acquire the first image and the subsequent image, the
first image including a first symbol data region, and the
subsequent image including a subsequent symbol data
region, the first symbol data region having a first position
and a first scale, and the subsequent symbol data region
having a second position and a second scale, the second
position and the second scale being different than the
first position and the first scale. A processor is operatively
coupled to the imaging device, the processor to execute
a data stitching algorithm, wherein the data stitching al-
gorithm generates a synthetic model of the machine
readable symbol, and performs a correlation on a syn-
thetic model position to the second position and the sec-
ond scale of the subsequent symbol data region. Based
on the correlation, the second position and the second
scale of the subsequent symbol data region is adjusted
to produce a refined subsequent image, such that the
first image and the subsequent image can be stitched
together for decoding.
[0011] Consistent with the above, some embodiments
include a method for decoding a symbol using images of
the symbol. The method includes acquiring a first image
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and a second image using an imaging device, the first
image including a first symbol data region, and the sec-
ond image including a second symbol data region; con-
verting the first symbol data region into a first binary ma-
trix and the second symbol data region into a second
binary matrix; accumulating the first binary matrix with
the second binary matrix; and generating an accumula-
tive binary matrix, the accumulative binary matrix being
a decodable representation of the symbol.
[0012] To the accomplishment of the foregoing and re-
lated ends, the technology, then, comprises the features
hereinafter fully described. The following description and
the annexed drawings set forth in detail certain illustrative
aspects of the technology. However, these aspects are
indicative of but a few of the various ways in which the
principles of the technology can be employed. Other as-
pects, advantages and novel features of the technology
will become apparent from the following detailed descrip-
tion of the technology when considered in conjunction
with the drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF 
THE DRAWINGS

[0013]

FIG. 1 is a schematic view of a typical vision system
configuration including a fixed scanner for acquiring
a plurality of images of an object, in accordance with
the present embodiments;
FIGS. 2-7 are views of various 2D matrix symbol
features and styles;
FIG. 8 is a view of a located promising candidate
region and background clutter in an image;
FIGS. 9 and 10 are a first and second image of an
object and showing two promising candidate re-
gions;
FIG. 11 is an image showing a binary matrix of the
first promising candidate in the first image of FIG. 9;
FIG. 12 is an image showing a binary matrix of the
second promising candidate in the first image of FIG.
9;
FIG. 13 is an image showing a binary matrix of the
first promising candidate in the second image of FIG.
10;
FIG. 14 is an image showing a binary matrix of the
second promising candidate in the second image of
FIG. 10;
FIG. 15 is an image showing an accumulated binary
matrix that stitched the binary matrix of the first prom-
ising candidate in the first image of FIG. 9 and the
binary matrix of the first promising candidate in the
second image of FIG. 10;
FIG. 16 is an image showing an accumulated binary
matrix that stitched the binary matrix of the second
promising candidate in the first image of FIG. 9 and
the binary matrix of the second promising candidate
in the second image of FIG. 10;

FIG. 17 shows a first image of a symbol;
FIG. 18 shows a subsequent, or second image of
the same symbol in FIG. 17, and showing the symbol
slightly moved;
FIG. 19 shows a synthetic model usable with a cor-
relation technique;
FIG. 20 shows the symbol position for which the cor-
relation between the synthetic symbol model and the
second image is the highest within a parameter
space of scale and position;
FIG. 21 shows a refined promising region in the sec-
ond image;
FIG. 22 shows a first image of a symbol using a bright
field illumination with a promising candidate region
enclosing a damaged data region;
FIG. 23 shows a second image of the symbol of FIG.
22 with an unknown polarity;
FIG. 24 shows a first DOH image using a light-on-
dark filter;
FIG. 25 shows a second DOH image using a dark-
on-light filter; and
FIG. 26 shows the decodable stitched and accumu-
lated binary matrices from the first image of FIG. 22
and the second image of FIG. 23.

[0014] While the technology is susceptible to various
modifications and alternative forms, specific embodi-
ments thereof have been shown by way of example in
the drawings and are herein described in detail. It should
be understood, however, that the description herein of
specific embodiments is not intended to limit the technol-
ogy to the particular forms disclosed, but on the contrary,
the intention is to cover all modifications, equivalents,
and alternatives falling within the spirit and scope of the
technology as defined by the appended claims.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNOLOGY

[0015] The various aspects of the subject technology
are now described with reference to the annexed draw-
ings, wherein like reference numerals correspond to sim-
ilar elements throughout the several views. It should be
understood, however, that the drawings and detailed de-
scription hereafter relating thereto are not intended to
limit the claimed subject matter to the particular form dis-
closed. Rather, the intention is to cover all modifications,
equivalents, and alternatives falling within the spirit and
scope of the claimed subject matter.
[0016] As used herein, the terms "component," "sys-
tem," "device" and the like are intended to refer to either
hardware, a combination of hardware and software, soft-
ware, or software in execution. The word "exemplary" is
used herein to mean serving as an example, instance,
or illustration. Any aspect or design described herein as
"exemplary" is not necessarily to be construed as pre-
ferred or advantageous over other aspects or designs.
[0017] Furthermore, the disclosed subject matter may
be implemented as a system, method, apparatus, or ar-
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ticle of manufacture using standard programming and/or
engineering techniques and/or programming to produce
hardware, firmware, software, or any combination there-
of to control an electronic based device to implement
aspects detailed herein.
[0018] Unless specified or limited otherwise, the terms
"connected," and "coupled" and variations thereof are
used broadly and encompass both direct and indirect
mountings, connections, supports, and couplings. Fur-
ther, "connected" and "coupled" are not restricted to
physical or mechanical connections or couplings. As
used herein, unless expressly stated otherwise, "con-
nected" means that one element/feature is directly or in-
directly connected to another element/feature, and not
necessarily electrically or mechanically. Likewise, unless
expressly stated otherwise, "coupled" means that one
element/feature is directly or indirectly coupled to another
element/feature, and not necessarily electrically or me-
chanically.
[0019] As used herein, the term "processor" may in-
clude one or more processors and memories and/or one
or more programmable hardware elements. As used
herein, the term "processor" is intended to include any
of types of processors, CPUs, microcontrollers, digital
signal processors, or other devices capable of executing
software instructions.
[0020] As used herein, the term "memory" includes a
non-volatile medium, e.g., a magnetic media or hard disk,
optical storage, or flash memory; a volatile medium, such
as system memory, e.g., random access memory (RAM)
such as DRAM, SRAM, EDO RAM, RAMBUS RAM, DR
DRAM, etc.; or an installation medium, such as software
media, e.g., a CD-ROM, or floppy disks, on which pro-
grams may be stored and/or data communications may
be buffered. The term "memory" may also include other
types of memory or combinations thereof.
[0021] Embodiments of the technology are described
below by using diagrams to illustrate either the structure
or processing of embodiments used to implement the
embodiments of the present technology. Using the dia-
grams in this manner to present embodiments of the tech-
nology should not be construed as limiting of its scope.
The present technology contemplates both an electronic
device configuration and systems and methods for stitch-
ing and decoding images using data combined from mul-
tiple captured images.
[0022] The various embodiments of a machine vision
system will be described in connection with a fixed mount
scanner adapted to scan a 2D matrix symbol and capable
of decoding a symbol based on locating regions of inter-
est in a plurality of images of the symbol that include
unreadable regions, and combining the regions of inter-
est to create a decodable image of the symbol. That is
because the features and advantages of the technology
are well suited for this purpose. Still, it should be appre-
ciated that the various aspects of the technology can be
applied in other forms of machine readable symbols, im-
aging systems, and imaging applications, including ro-

botic controlled scanners, handheld imaging systems,
and any other imaging system that may benefit from the
ability to decode a symbol using image data combined
from multiple captured images.
[0023] FIG. 1 shows an illustrative machine vision sys-
tem 30 adapted to acquire one or more images 32 of an
object 34 containing a machine readable symbol 36. Con-
veyor 38 transports the objects 34 and causes relative
movement between the objects 34 and the field of view
40 of an imaging device 42. Exemplary machine vision
systems may be used in a manufacturing assembly, test,
measurement, automation, and/or control application,
among others, as non-limiting examples. Machine vision
system 30 may use image acquisition software 44 oper-
able to perform any of various types of image acquisi-
tions.
[0024] Imaging device 42 can include a processor 46
used for image processing and decoding, for example.
The processor 46 can be coupled to a vision sensor 48,
and can either be part of the vision sensor 48, or it can
be locally linked to the vision sensor 48. The processor
46 can be encoded with the image acquisition software
44, or in some embodiments, the image acquisition soft-
ware 44 can be run on a separate computing device 50
or processor. The image acquisition software 44 can be
configured to, among other things, acquire multiple im-
ages within a single reading operation, control illumina-
tion, acquire image data, and process/decode the ac-
quired image data into usable information.
[0025] Imaging device 42 can also include a memory
medium 52 coupled to the vision sensor 48 and/or the
processor 46. The memory medium 52 can be used for
storing scanned or processed images 32 and buffering
data and communications, and the like. A communication
line 54 can also be coupled to the imaging device 42,
and provide a connection point to an optional computer
50. The computer 50 can be used for uploading and
downloading scanned or processed images 32, for ex-
ample. It is to be appreciated that wireless communica-
tions are also contemplated. In this example, the imaging
device 42 can be a conventional fixed mount scanner
capable of providing high-angle and/or low-angle illumi-
nation, or a combination of high and low-angle illumina-
tion.
[0026] The various embodiments described herein al-
low combining image data from multiple images 32 of the
object 34 to enable decoding symbols 36 that are other-
wise not decodable from individual images. In particular,
the various embodiments will be described in the context
of imaging and decoding 2D matrix symbols. In this ex-
ample, the symbol 36 is applied on a surface of the object
34 that is generally flat. Because the object 34 may be
partially covered at times, not illuminated properly, or for
any other reason, some portions of the symbol 36 can
be rendered unreadable.
[0027] Referring to FIGS. 2-7, a 2D matrix symbol 56
can consists of one or more data regions 58 that contain
nominally square symbol modules 60 set out in a regular
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array. The data region 58 is partially surrounded by a
finder pattern 62 that is generally "L" shaped, and the
data region 58 can be surrounded on all four sides by a
quiet zone 64. A timing pattern 66 provides a count of
the number of rows and columns in the symbol 36. FIG.
5 illustrates an example of a dark-on-light 2D matrix sym-
bol 56, and FIG. 6 illustrates an example of a light-on-
dark 2D matrix symbol 70. Alignment patterns 72 can
also be included, and are typically used with larger grid
size symbols (see FIG. 7.)
[0028] Machine vision system 30 may use symbol lo-
cating software 74 that locates 2D matrix symbols based
on its rectangular or square shape or the unique finder
pattern 62 and timing pattern 66 to locate promising can-
didates. In some embodiments, the image acquisition
software 44 and the symbol locating software 74 can be
combined into one software application, and in other em-
bodiments, the image acquisition software 44 and the
symbol locating software 74 can be separate software
applications. Either or both the image acquisition soft-
ware 44 and the symbol locating software 74 can reside
and execute on the computer 50 or on the imaging device
42.
[0029] One embodiment of a symbol locating algorithm
is described in United States Patent No. 7,016,539, which
is expressly incorporated herein. Other symbol locating
algorithms are available and are contemplated for use.
In use, the symbol locating software 74 can locate a sym-
bol candidate by looking for the finder pattern 62 and/or
the timing pattern 66 of the 2D matrix symbol. When the
data region 58 of a symbol is so damaged that the symbol
is not decodable, the symbol locating software 74 may
locate multiple promising candidate regions that match
the finder and timing patterns to a certain degree. A prom-
ising candidate region can be a region of a symbol that
is located but is not decodable due to the insufficient
amount of usable data in the image. A promising candi-
date region can be considered promising if more than 65
percent, for example, of the symbol modules 60 match
expected finder pattern 62, timing pattern 66, and align-
ment pattern 72 if it is applicable.
[0030] Referring to FIG. 8, a promising candidate re-
gion 76 can be found using the symbol locating algorithm
74. The remaining symbols 78 in the image 80, e.g., text
and numbers, can be considered as background clutter
and ignored by the symbol locating software 74 if it does
not contain any or enough of the features required to be
a 2D matrix symbol, such as a finder pattern 62 and a
timing pattern 66. As previously described, the image
acquisition software 44 can acquire multiple images, so
when a data region 58 of a symbol is so damaged that
the symbol is not decodable, the symbol locating soft-
ware 74 can match multiple promising candidate regions
76 from multiple images. In some embodiments, different
image acquisition parameters can be used in the multiple
images.
[0031] Referring to FIGS. 9 and 10, a first image 84
and a second image 86 are shown. The first image 84

taken of an object shows two promising candidate re-
gions 88 and 90. The second image 86 is another image
taken of the same object, and shows the same two prom-
ising candidate regions 88 and 90, except, due to some
condition, the image data available in the second image
86 is different than the image data available in the first
image 84. Image data from these two images 84 and 86,
or a plurality of images, can be combined to create de-
codable data.
[0032] As seen in FIG. 9, the symbol locating software
74 can not determine that the promising candidate region
88 is a false promising region because it contains fea-
tures the symbol locating algorithm is looking for, such
as a finder pattern. This false candidate region can be
an image of other symbologies or text or textures, for
example. The symbol locating algorithm 74 can deter-
mine that the promising candidate region 90 is a 2D ma-
trix symbol, which includes a promising data region 92
and a damaged region 94 on its right side (no symbol
modules 60 appeared in the damaged region 94).
[0033] FIG. 10 shows the second image 86 of the two
promising candidate regions 88 and 90. In this second
image, the promising candidate region 88 is again a false
promising region because it contains features the symbol
locating software is looking for but the data modules are
not decodable. The symbol locating software 74 can
again determine that the promising candidate region 90
is a 2D matrix symbol, which, in the second image 86,
includes a different promising data region 96 enclosing
a damaged data region 98 on its left side.
[0034] In order to combine the promising candidate re-
gion 88 from the first image 84 with the promising can-
didate region 88 from the second image 86, and similarly,
the promising candidate region 90 from the first image
84 with the promising candidate region 90 from the sec-
ond image 86, in an attempt to create decodable data,
binary matrices of the two promising candidate regions
88 and 90 are created and "stitched" together using a
data stitching algorithm 100. FIGS. 11-16 show the pro-
gression of creating and stitching binary matrices of
promising candidate regions 88 and 90.
[0035] FIG. 11 shows a binary matrix 102 of promising
candidate region 88 created from the first image 84. FIG.
12 shows a binary matrix 104 of promising candidate
region 90 also created from the first image. Similarly,
FIG. 13 shows a binary matrix 106 of promising candidate
region 88 created from the second image 86, and FIG.
14 shows a binary matrix 108 of promising candidate
region 90 also created from the second image.
[0036] FIGS. 15 and 16 show stitched binary matrices
developed from both the first image 84 and the second
image 86 for both promising candidate region 88 and
promising candidate region 90. In FIG. 15, the stitched
binary matrices 102 and 106 of promising candidate re-
gion 88 from the first image 84 and the second image 88
remain not decodable from the accumulative binary ma-
trix 107. Features such as a finder pattern and/or a timing
pattern are not detectable by the symbol locating soft-
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ware 74. Conversely, in FIG. 16, the stitched binary ma-
trices 104 and 108 of promising candidate region 90 from
the first image 84 and the second image 86 is decodable
from the accumulative binary matrix 109. As can be seen,
both a finder pattern 62 and a timing pattern 66 are de-
tectable by the symbol locating software 74.
[0037] In some instances, when a plurality of images
are acquired of the same symbol, the position of the sym-
bol and/or promising candidate regions of the symbol,
may be changed between images. This can be due to
changes in illumination, or just as likely, object motion.
Embodiments of the technology address changing posi-
tions of a symbol in a plurality of images by using a cor-
relation between a synthetic model of the symbol and
available symbol data 110 in a current image of the sym-
bol to find the position association, referred to herein as
correspondence. The data stitching algorithm 100 can
assume that the change in position can be modeled by
using known affine transformation techniques. When the
symbol locating software 74 operates on subsequent im-
ages (not necessarily the next image or images) acquired
on the same object 24, the symbol locating software 74
or the data stitching algorithm 100 can establish the cor-
respondence, e.g., association, between a previously ob-
tained promising candidate region(s) and symbol data
110 in the current image.
[0038] FIG. 17 shows a first image 114 and FIG. 18
shows a subsequent, or second image 116 of the same
symbol 112, where in the second image 116, the symbol
112 has moved (slightly down and to the left) in relation
to where the symbol 112 was located in the first image
114. Because of this movement between first and second
images 114 and 116, a correlation between the images
is developed.
[0039] Referring to FIG. 19, according to a correlation
technique, a synthetic model 118 can be created using
the data stitching algorithm 100. The synthetic model 118
is a model of known features of a particular symbol, in
this example a 2D 8x32 matrix symbol. The synthetic
model 118 can be generated by using at least one of the
known finder pattern 62, timing pattern 66, and possibly
alignment pattern 72. The correlation can be done using
known image analysis methods, including a gray level
image analysis or a known filtered image analysis, for
example. In this example, the dot filter analysis Determi-
nant of Hessian (DOH) was used to produce a set of
features, the set of features being enhanced dots 120.
DOH is a popular known technology used to enhance
dots. Methods to find the correspondence can be ex-
panded to more complicated models, such as perspec-
tive models, and polynomial models depending on the
application and speed requirements. By using the DOH
technology, the known symbol modules 60 should pro-
duce a higher DOH response. The set of features can
vary for different applications.
[0040] Referring to FIG. 20, by using the correlation
technique, the correspondence between the synthetic
model 118 and the moved second image 116 can be

found. The correspondence can be established by max-
imizing a correlation score in a parameter space including
scale, angle and translation. The shifted set 122 of sym-
bol modules 66 show a higher DOH response than the
modules positions 124 estimated from the first symbol
region in the first image 114, indicated the correlation to
the synthetic model 118 is higher. The shifted set 122
are the new module positions estimated from correlating
the synthetic model 118 with the DOH response. Finally,
with the correlation to the synthetic model 118 estab-
lished, the second image 116 can be refined according
to the correlation to produce a refined promising region
126, as seen in FIG. 21. With the new refined second
image 126, the data stitching algorithm 100 can be used
to stitch together the data matrix from the first image 114
and the data matrix from refined promising region 126,
as previously described above. The confidence of each
sampling point, a sampling point being a symbol module
66, can be obtained and a corresponding accumulative
binary matrix 109 (such as shown in FIG. 16) can be
updated until the accumulative binary matrix 109 result
is able to be decoded.
[0041] In some embodiments, the data stitching algo-
rithm 100 can analyze images with the same or opposite
polarities. FIG. 22 shows a first image 128 of a symbol
130 using a bright field illumination with a promising can-
didate region 132 and a damaged region 134 on the left
side. When a second image 140 (see FIG. 23) is acquired
and the polarity of the second image is unknown, the
data stitching algorithm 100 can be used to determine
the polarity of the second image 140 by analyzing a prom-
ising candidate region in the second image.
[0042] Referring to FIGS. 24 and 25, two DOH images
are generated using the second image 140, a first DOH
image 136 using a light-on-dark filter (FIG. 24) and a
second DOH image 138 using a dark-on-light filter (FIG.
25). Then, as previously described above, a correlation
based method can be applied to both the first DOH image
136 and the second DOH image 138 to find the corre-
spondence in both DOH images 136 and 138. In this
example, the correlation score from the first DOH image
136 using the light-on-dark filter is higher than the corre-
lation score from second DOH image 138 using the dark-
on-light filter. Based on the higher correlation score for
the first DOH image 136 using the light-on-dark filter, the
data stitching algorithm 100 determines the polarity of
the analyzed second image 140 to be light-on-dark.
[0043] With the polarity determined, the data stitching
algorithm 100 can proceed to stitch together the data
matrix from the first image 128 and the data matrix from
the analyzed second image 140, as previously described
above. FIG. 26 shows an image 146 of the decodable
stitched and accumulated binary matrices 142 and 144
from the first image 128 and the second image 140, re-
spectively.
[0044] Although the present technology has been de-
scribed with reference to preferred embodiments, work-
ers skilled in the art will recognize that changes may be
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made in form and detail without departing from the spirit
and scope of the technology. For example, the present
technology is not limited to the embodiments of 2D data
matrix symbols, and may be practiced with other machine
readable symbol technology.
[0045] The specific methods described herein can be
generalized to handheld applications, and the corre-
spondence methods described herein can be general-
ized to pattern alignment applications.
[0046] The technology disclosed here can be applied
to stitching data for other ID application such as OCR
reading from multiple images. A known method of OCR
reading from multiple images is to select read characters
with the highest score from individual images. The known
method requires individual characters to be readable
from at least one image. With this technology, the char-
acter reading can occur after the individual strokes of a
character are combined from multiple images.
[0047] The particular embodiments disclosed above
are illustrative only, as the technology may be modified
and practiced in different but equivalent manners appar-
ent to those skilled in the art having the benefit of the
teachings herein. Furthermore, no limitations are intend-
ed to the details of construction or design herein shown,
other than as described in the claims below. It is therefore
evident that the particular embodiments disclosed above
may be altered or modified and all such variations are
considered within the scope and spirit of the technology.
Accordingly, the protection sought herein is as set forth
in the claims below.

Claims

1. A system for decoding a symbol using images of the
symbol, the system comprising:

an imaging device, the imaging device to acquire
a first image and a second image, the first image
including a first symbol data region, and the sec-
ond image including a second symbol data re-
gion; and
a processor, the processor operatively coupled
to the imaging device, the processor to execute
a data stitching algorithm, wherein the data
stitching algorithm converts the first symbol data
region into a first binary matrix and the second
symbol data region into a second binary matrix,
the data stitching algorithm accumulating the
first binary matrix with the second binary matrix
to generate an accumulative binary matrix, the
accumulative binary matrix being a decodable
representation of the symbol.

2. The system according to claim 1,
wherein the first image is acquired using a first set
of acquisition parameters, and the second image is
acquired using a second set of acquisition parame-

ters, the second set of acquisition parameters being
different than the first set of acquisition parameters.

3. The system according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein the first symbol data region and the second
symbol data region overlap.

4. The system according to any of the claims 1 to 3,
wherein a portion of at least one of the first symbol
data region and the second symbol data region is
corrupt and not decodable.

5. The system according to any of the claims 1 to 4,
wherein the accumulated binary matrix includes at
least one pattern recognition feature.

6. The system according to any of the claims 1 to 5,
wherein the first symbol data region has a first posi-
tion and a first scale, and the second symbol data
region has a second position and a second scale,
the second position and the second scale being dif-
ferent than the first position and the second scale;
and
the data stitching algorithm further generating a cor-
respondence, the correspondence to associate the
first position and the first scale and the second po-
sition and the second scale.

7. The device according to any of the claims 1 to 6,
wherein the first image includes a first polarity and
the second image includes a second polarity differ-
ent from the first polarity.

8. A system for establishing a correspondence be-
tween a first image and a subsequent image of a
machine readable symbol, the system comprising:

an imaging device, the imaging device to acquire
the first image and the subsequent image, the
first image including a first symbol data region,
and the subsequent image including a subse-
quent symbol data region, the first symbol data
region having a first position and a first scale,
and the subsequent symbol data region having
a second position and a second scale, the sec-
ond position and the second scale being differ-
ent than the first position and the first scale;
a processor, the processor operatively coupled
to the imaging device, the processor to execute
a data stitching algorithm, wherein the data
stitching algorithm generates a synthetic model
of the machine readable symbol, and performs
a correlation on a synthetic model position to the
second position and the second scale of the sub-
sequent symbol data region; and
based on the correlation, the second position
and the second scale of the subsequent symbol
data region is adjusted to produce a refined sub-
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sequent image, such that the first image and the
subsequent image can be stitched together for
decoding.

9. The system according to claim 8,
wherein the data stitching algorithm converts the first
symbol data region from the first image into a first
binary matrix and the subsequent symbol data region
from
the refined subsequent image into a second binary
matrix, the data stitching algorithm accumulating the
first binary matrix with the second binary matrix to
generate an accumulative binary matrix, the accu-
mulative binary matrix being a decodable represen-
tation of the symbol.

10. The system according to claim 8 or 9,
wherein establishing the correspondence further in-
cludes maximizing a correlation score in a parameter
space.

11. The system according to any of the claims 8 to 10,
wherein the correlation uses an image analysis
method, the correlation to produce a set of features
to establish the correlation score.

12. The system according to any of the claims 8 to 11,
wherein the imaging device is a handheld imaging
device.

13. The system according to any of the claims 8 to 12,
wherein the machine readable symbol is an alpha-
numeric symbol.

14. The system according to any of the claims 8 to 12,
wherein the machine readable symbol is a 2D matrix
symbol.

15. A method for decoding a symbol using images of the
symbol, the method comprising:

acquiring a first image and a second image using
an imaging device, the first image including a
first symbol data region, and the second image
including a second symbol data region;
converting the first symbol data region into a first
binary matrix and the second symbol data region
into a second binary matrix;
accumulating the first binary matrix with the sec-
ond binary matrix; and
generating an accumulative binary matrix, the
accumulative binary matrix being a decodable
representation of the symbol.

16. The method according to claim 15,
further including executing a data stitching algorithm
using a processor operatively coupled to the imaging
device, the data stitching algorithm performing the

accumulating and the generating steps.

17. The method according to claim 15 or 16,
further including decoding the accumulative binary
matrix using symbol decoding software.

18. The method according to any of the claims 15 to 17,
further including generating a synthetic model of the
symbol;
correlating the synthetic model of the symbol with at
least one of the first image and the second image;
producing a refined image; and
generating an accumulative binary matrix that in-
cludes a binary matrix based on the refined image.
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